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Books &
Journals

7 Stone leather w/ 3 latch
Chakra leather w/ latch
A massive tome with three
This beautiful Leather
latches to keep it closed and
Embossed Journal with 7
a line of 7 Chakra stones
Chakra stones is a great
running down the front
way to display your writing
over the simple mandala
or drawing skills! Makes
centered on the cover. Ema great display as well.
bossing at the edge and on
Comes with 400 pages of

$122.95

$16.95
7 Stone leather

BBBL7CH

$24.95

$222.95

BBBU613

$16.99

BCHABEY

$14.95

BBBL675

Seven Chakras journal
Beautifully illustrated
throughout with images inspired by the seven chakras,
The Chakra Journal offers
an invaluable guide to
the practices and symbolism associated with these

$18.95

BBBL941

Book of Chakra Healing
Our most massive tome
Restore your optimal
ever with a line of 7 Chakra
physical, emotional, and
stones running down the
spiritual self with chakra
front inside of an Indian
healing, an ancient Ininspired design centered
dian system that focuses
on the cover. Embossing
on energies originating in
at the edge and on the rear
seven centers of the body.

Chakras Beyond Beginners
Chakra Bible
Discover the path to your
energetic core and bring
each chakra into its full potential with Chakras Beyond
Beginners. Building on concepts presented in Chakras
for Beginners, David

$80.95

BBBL612

7 Chakra Embossed leather w/ latch
Chakra leather w/ latch
Perfect leather journal with
This is a simple yet powera unique symbol in center
ful design on this Chakra
depicting the 7 chakra signs.
leather journal. Celtic knot
Design on front and back
design along with the
cover with a latch closure.
chakra symbols on front
5” x 7” journal with 200
and back. 5”x7” unlined
pages of tree free organic
journal with latch closure.

BBBLSEVC

Chakras for Beginners
You may think that difficult situations and emotions you experience are
caused by other people
or random events. This
book will convince you
that inner imbalance is not

$14.99

BBOOCHA

BCHABEG

Chakras Handbook (hc)
Chakras are the centers
First discussed in ancient
of energy in our body
Hindu texts and studied
that profoundly affect
for thousands of years in
our well-being. Through
numerous spiritual tradithis exquisitely designed
tions, including acupuncvolume, newcomers to this
ture, meditation, and yoga,
alternative form of spiritualchakras are the power cen-

$14.95

$19.99

BCHABIB

BCHAHAN

Chakra Healing, Personal Guide (hc)
Chakras plain & simple
Chakra Workbook
Chakras are energy centers
This is a book for anyone
Awaken and revitalize
in our bodies whose flow
interested in alternative
your own natural energy
monitor our internal funcmedicine and for everyone
with this ultimate guide
tions, such as health, state of
interested in leading healthto balancing your chakras.
mind, and body functions,
ier, more energetic, and
When our chakras—the
as well as our external enhappier lives. Accessible,
spinning wheels of energy
vironments, like alerting us
user friendly book introducin the body’s aura—are

$19.99

BCHAHEAP

Complete Book of Traditional Reiki
Crystal Reiki
The Complete Book of
Traditional Reiki by Amy
Rowland aids the reader
in discovering practical
methods for personal and
planetary healing, functioning as a teaching manual,

$19.95

BCOMREI

$14.95

Two popular practices-crystal and energy healing--in one great, expert
handbook! Krista Mitchell
(Change Your Energy) is a
master at crystal healing,
and with Crystal Reiki, she

$16.95

$14.95

BCHAPLA

BCRYREI

Crystal Witch

BCHAWOR

In their follow-up to the
popular Wiccapedia and
other books in the Modern Witch series, Shawn
Robbins and Leanna
Greenaway offer readers
an authoritative, in-depth

$14.95

BCRYWIT

Journey Through the Chakras
Little Bit of Chakras (hc)
Little Bit of Crystals (hc)
Journey through Chakras
Chakras began as part of the
From choosing the right
is a comprehensive guide
mystical Vedic tradition of
crystals and assembling a
to the inner workings of
Tantric and Kundalini Yoga,
basic collection of important
the chakra system from an
but they have evolved into
stones to creating a crystal
age-old Indian spiritual,
pathways for healing and
“center” at home, this accesmetaphysical, and tantric
exploring the nature of consible guide helps you add a
perspective. The book dives
sciousness. If you’ve ever
powerful source of en-

$21.95

BJOUTHRC

$9.95

BLITCHA

$9.95

BLITCRY
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Little Bit of Reiki (hc)
Magick Of Reiki
The Japanese art of Reiki
can reduce stress, aid
relaxation, enhance energy, and promote healing.
Expert teacher Valerie Oula
introduces you to this profoundly beneficial hands-on

$9.95
Reiki Bible

BLITREI

What is Reiki? How has this
Japanese healing tradition
evolved over the years?
How are modern magick
practitioners using Reiki energy in their spells and rituals? Christopher Penczak

$19.99

My Pocket Chakra Healing
Bringing your chakras into
balance doesn’t need to be
complicated. A balanced
chakra allows you to feel
safe, creative, strong, and
secure in yourself and your
relationships as well as

$14.99

BMAGREI

BMYPOCCH

Reiki, Personal Guide (hc)
Reiki plain & simple
Reiki practitioners have
Combined from the JapaSince originating in Japan
unlimited access to healing
nese words Rei, meaning
in 1922, Reiki has been
energy—for themselves and
“God’s wisdom, universal
adapted to cultural tradiothers. For this reason, it
life, or higher power” and
tions across the world. Reiki
has quickly spread across
Ki, meaning “life force or
practitioners use a techthe globe as people use it to
energy,” reiki is the healing
nique called palm healing or
cure ills, soothe emotions,
practice of balancing our
hands-on healing through

$14.95

BREIBIB

Working with Chakras for Belief Change
The 56 high-vibration
chakra images included in
this book can be used as a
tool for therapeutic guidance as well as for positive
manifestation. Each chakra
is represented by a main

$24.99

BWORCHA

$19.99

$14.95

BREIPER

Reiki Inspirational cards
Chakras
Reiki is a simple energy
practice that promotes
profound, natural healing
on all levels of our existence: physical, emotional,
and spiritual. A powerful
catalyst for personal growth

$19.95

DREIINS

BREIPLA1

Chakra means wheel in
Sanskrit, and chakras are
the centers where energy
can flow into the body. this
poster depicts and defines
them. 8 1/2” x 11”.

$1.95

EPCHA

4” x 6” Chakra book box
CD: Chakra Healing Chants
CD: Chakra Healing Zone
Store your trinkets in this
Embark on a journey
Explore and transform your
faux journal that is actually
through the power of the
inner world - Retreat from
a box! This charming box is
Chakras on a river of sacred
the busyness of life and enmade of cold cast resin with
sound with legendary ‘Song
ter a mystical inner temple
hinges that open the box,
Healer’ Sophia with David
where you will discover
imitation gold paper along
Gordon on shaman drums
the seven glowing jewels
the sides, and a 7 chakra
and native flutes. Eastern
of consciousness known as

$26.95

FBB743

$15.98

UCHAHEA

$15.98

UCHAHEA1

CD: Color Meditation Align Chakras
CD: Reiki Music vol 1
Color Meditation: Align
Ideal background music for
Your Chakras by Margaret
Reiki treatments, meditaAnn Lembo This guided
tion, or simply for relaxing.
meditation is approximately
This inspiring, soothing
20 minutes long. Margaret
music is infused with love,
uses color, visualization,
light, and healing vibrations
and deep relaxation to
that nurture mind, body,

$11.98

UCOLMED

Candles, Incense
& Accessories

$16.95

UREIMUS1

Crown Chakra pillar
A vivid and brilliantly
colored pillar from Crystal
Journey Candles dedicated
to the Crown Chakra. The
removable paper label
contains detailed information about the Crown

$24.95

CPC3CRO

Heart Chakra pillar
A vivid and brilliantly
colored pillar from Crystal
Journey Candles dedicated
to the Heart Chakra. The
removable paper label contains detailed information
about the Heart Charka and

$24.95

CPC3HEA

Root Chakra pillar
Sacral Chakra pillar
Solar Plexus Chakra pillar
A vivid and brilliantly
A vivid and brilliantly
A vivid and brilliantly
colored pillar from Crystal
colored pillar from Crystal
colored pillar from Crystal
Journey Candles dedicated
Journey Candles dedicated
Journey Candles dedicated
to the Root Chakra. The
to the Sacral Chakra. The
to the Solar Plexus Chakra.
removable paper label conremovable paper label conThe removable paper label
tains detailed information
tains detailed information
contains detailed informaabout the Root Charka and
about the Sacral Charka and
tion about the Solar Plexus

$24.95

CPC3ROO

$24.95

CPC3SAC

$24.95

CPC3SOL
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Third Eye Chakra pillar
A vivid and brilliantly
colored pillar from Crystal
Journey Candles dedicated
to the Third Eye Chakra.
The removable paper label
contains detailed information about the Third Eye

Throat Chakra pillar
A vivid and brilliantly
colored pillar from Crystal
Journey Candles dedicated
to the Throat Chakra. The
removable paper label
contains detailed information about the Throat

Abundance Reiki Charged Pillar
Use this Reiki Charged
Pillar Candle to create an
atmosphere of contentment
and abundance, or use it to
help empower your spells
and magic to help bring
many small joys into your

$24.95

$24.95

$12.95

CPC3THI

CPC3THR

CPCABU

Angel’s Influence Reiki Charged
Ascended Master & Guides Reiki
Astral Journeys Reiki pillar
This reiki charged candle is
Use this Reiki Charged PilUse this Reiki Charged Pila powerful blend of gentle
lar Candle to help empower
lar Candle to help empower
energies and light fragrancyour spells and rituals to
your spells and rituals to
es that can be a powerful
help maintain focus and
help maintain focus and
aid in addition to your
channel the energy of your
channel the energy of your
prayers, spells, and rituals
workings. Made from
workings. Made from
in acquiring the influence
highly refined waxes so
highly refined waxes so

$12.95

CPCANG

Cleansing Reiki Charged pillar
Use this Reiki Charged Pillar Candle to help cleanse
your space and prep for
rituals clear away for better focus and channel the
energy of your workings.
Made from highly refined

$12.95

CPCCLE

$12.95

CPCASC

$12.95

CPCASTJ

Compassion Reiki Charged pillar
Confidence Reiki pillar
This candle blends the
Use this Reiki Charged Pilscents of orange blossom,
lar Candle to help empower
vanilla, and chamomile
your spells and rituals to
with reiki charged energies
help maintain focus and
released as the candle burns
channel the energy of your
to help those who use it
workings. Made from
learn forgiveness, empathy
highly refined waxes so

$12.95

CPCCOM

$12.95

CPCCON

Courage Reiki Charged pillar
Creativity Reiki Charged pillar
Dreams Reiki Charged Pillar candle
This Reiki Charged pillar
Free yourself of worldly
Stir dreams to life within
candle has specifically been
burdens with this Reiki
your slumber and rememcrafted to help you find the
Charged pillar candle,
ber them once you wake
courage you need to overwhose guided energies can
with the aid of this Reiki
come the obstacles in your
free you to focus on new
Charged pillar candle,
path and achieve all that
thoughts, ideas and inspired
specifically created to open
you desire. “Hand crafted
creativity. “Hand crafted in
the door to the world of

$12.95

CPCCOU

$12.95

CPCCRE

Friendship Reiki pillar
Good Health Reiki Charged candle
This Reiki Charged pillar
Perfect for any home or
candle has specifically been
sacred space, this Reiki
crafted to help you find the
Charged pillar candle
and enhance the friendships
brings an aura of positive
you need to aid you in your
energy and good health to
life. “Hand crafted in the
those touched by its warm
USA. 7” x 1 1/2”.
light. “Hand crafted in the

$12.95

CPCFRI

$12.95

CPCGOO

$12.95

CPCDRE

Gratitude Reiki pillar
Use this Reiki Charged Pillar Candle to help empower
your spells and rituals to
help maintain focus and
channel the energy of your
workings. Made from
highly refined waxes so

$12.95

CPCGRA

Harmony Reiki pillar
Healing Reiki pillar
Housewarming Reiki pillar
Use this Reiki Charged PilUse this Reiki Charged PilUse this Reiki Charged Pillar Candle to help empower
lar Candle to help empower
lar Candle to help empower
your spells and rituals to
your spells and rituals to
your spells and rituals to
help maintain focus and
help maintain focus and
help maintain focus and
channel the energy of your
channel the energy of your
channel the energy of your
workings. Made from
workings. Made from
workings. Made from
highly refined waxes so
highly refined waxes so
highly refined waxes so

$12.95
Joy Reiki pillar

CPCHAR

$12.95

CPCHEA

$12.95

CPCHOU

Laughter Reiki Charged Pillar candle
Love Reiki Charged Pillar candle
Use this Reiki Charged PilAwaken joy and laughter
Bring the warmth of love
lar Candle to help empower
in your life and in your
into the life of all who are
your spells and rituals to
healing practice with this
touched by the warm glow
help maintain focus and
Reiki Charged pillar candle
of this Reiki Charged Pillar
channel the energy of your
which has been blended
Candle, which has specifiworkings. Made from
with fragrances specifically
cally been crafted to aid and
highly refined waxes so
intended to help bring joy
empower all things involv-

$12.95

CPCJOY

$12.95

CPCLAU

$12.95

CPCLOV
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Manifest Miracle Reiki
Money Reiki Charged Pillar candle
Use this Reiki Charged PilBring good fortune and
lar Candle to help empower
wealth into your life with
your spells and rituals to
this Reiki Charged pilhelp maintain focus and
lar candle which can be
channel the energy of your
used on its own or used to
workings. Made from
empower your rituals and
highly refined waxes so
spells of money drawing.

$12.95

CPCMANM

$12.95

CPCMON

Mother Reiki Charged Pillar candle
Seek the divine graces
and blessings of fertility,
creation and imagination
found within the Mother
with this Reiki Charged pillar candle dedicated to the
Mother. “Hand crafted in

$12.95

CPCMOT

Motivation Reiki pillar
Peace Reiki pillar
Positive Energy Reiki Charged
Use this Reiki Charged PilUse this Reiki Charged PilThis Reiki Charged pillar
lar Candle to help empower
lar Candle to help empower
candle is specifically intendyour spells and rituals to
your spells and rituals to
ed to bring positive energy
help maintain focus and
help maintain focus and
into the life of anyone who
channel the energy of your
channel the energy of your
burns it. Use it to empower
workings. Made from
workings. Made from
your spells, rituals or healhighly refined waxes so
highly refined waxes so
ing practice or burn it on its

$12.95

CPCMOTI

$12.95

CPCPEA

$12.95

CPCPOS

Power Reiki Charged Pillar candle
Problem Solving Reiki Charged
Protection Reiki Charged
Light this Reiki Charged pilLight this Reiki Charged
Helping to create an aura of
lar candle to help empower
pillar candle and bask in
comfort and protection, this
your spells, rituals and self
the positive energy reReiki charged pillar candle
with the powerful energies
leased, helping you find
is perfect for empowerwithin, helping to make
peace within lucid, positive
ing your spells and rituals
all of your endeavors that
thoughts guided towards
of protection or working
much easier. “Hand crafted
helping you solve your
by itself with the energies

$12.95

CPCPOW

$12.95

CPCPRS

$12.95

CPCPRT

Seduction Reiki pillar
Spirit Reiki pillar
Wisdom Reiki pillar
Win over the one that you
Use this Reiki Charged PilWin over the one that you
desire with your spells and
lar Candle to help empower
desire with your spells and
rituals by empowering them
your spells and rituals to
rituals by empowering them
with the energies of this
help maintain focus and
with the energies of this
Reiki Charged pillar candle
channel the energy of your
Reiki Charged pillar candle
specifically charged to help
workings. Made from
specifically charged to help
with seduction. “Hand
highly refined waxes so
with seduction. “Hand

$12.95

CPCSED

$12.95

CPCSPI

$12.95

CPCWIS

7 Pack Chakra votive
Crown Chakra votive
Heart Chakra votive
A set of 7 brilliantly colored
A bright and brilliantly
A bright and brilliantly
votive candles dedicated to
colored votive from Crystal
colored votive from Crystal
the 7 Chakra points. InforJourney Candles dediJourney Candles dedimational cards are includcated to the Crown Chakra.
cated to the Heart Chakra.
ing detailing each Chakra
Includes an informational
Includes an informational
and its various associations.
card about the Crown
card about the Heart CharDO NOT BURN VOTIVES
Charka and its energy.
ka and its energy.

$22.95

CVCH7PA

$2.95

CVCHCRO

$2.95

CVCHHEA

Root Chakra votive
Sacral Chakra votive
Solar Plexus Chakra votive
A bright and brilliantly
A bright and brilliantly
A bright and brilliantly
colored votive from Crystal
colored votive from Crystal
colored votive from Crystal
Journey Candles dedicated
Journey Candles dediJourney Candles dedicated
to the Root Chakra. Includes
cated to the Sacral Chakra.
to the Solar Plexus Chakra.
an informational card about
Includes an informational
Includes an informational
the Root Charka and its
card about the Sacral Charcard about the Solar Plexus
energy.
ka and its energy.
Charka and its energy.

$2.95

CVCHROO

$2.95

CVCHSAC

$2.95

CVCHSOL

Third Eye Chakra votive
Throat Chakra votive
Crown chakra soy votive
A bright and brilliantly
A bright and brilliantly
Dedicated to the Crown
colored votive from Crystal
colored votive from Crystal
Chakra. Carefully created
Journey Candles dedicated
Journey Candles dediusing a blend of frankinto the Third Eye Chakra.
cated to the Throat Chakra.
cense, and olibanum EsIncludes an informational
Includes an informational
sential Oils. This naturally
card about the Third Eye
card about the Throat
pure soy votive candle is
Charka and its energy.
Charka and its energy.
great for use in meditation,

$2.95

CVCHTHI

$2.95

CVCHTHR

$10.95

CVCSCRO
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Heart chakra soy votive
Root chakra soy votive
Dedicated to the Heart
Dedicated to the Root
Chakra. Carefully created
Chakra. Carefully created
using a blend of geranium,
using a blend of cedar and
and rose Essential Oils. This
clove Essential Oils. This
naturally pure soy votive
naturally pure soy votive
candle is great for use in
candle is great for use in
meditation, chakra rebalmeditation, chakra rebal-

$10.95

CVCSHEART

$10.95

Sacral chakra soy votive
Dedicated to the Sacral
Chakra. Carefully created
using a blend of ylangylang, sandalwood Essential
Oils. This naturally pure soy
votive candle is great for
use in meditation, chakra

$10.95

CVCSROO

CVCSSAC

Solar chakra soy votive
Third Eye chakra soy votive
Throat chakra soy votive
Dedicated to the Solar
Dedicated to the Third Eye
Dedicated to the Throat
Plexus Chakra. Carefully
Chakra. Carefully created
Chakra. Carefully created
created using a blend of
using a blend of Jasmine,
using a blend of neroli, and
lavender, and rosemary Esand vetiver Essential Oils.
sage Essential Oils. This
sential Oils. This naturally
This naturally pure soy vonaturally pure soy votive
pure soy votive candle is
tive candle is great for use
candle is great for use in
great for use in meditation,
in meditation, chakra rebalmeditation, chakra rebal-

$10.95

CVCSSOL

$10.95

$10.95

CVCSTHI

CVCSTHR

9 1/2” Buddha 7 Chakra burner
9 1/2” Goddess 7 Chakra burner
3” Goddess 7 Chakra burner
Empowering the Seven
Empower the Seven chakras
Empower the Seven chakras
chakras, and the wisdom of
while burning on this
while burning on this
the Buddha while burnuniquely styled incense
lotus flower based burner.
ing on this uniquely styled
burner. As it stands vertiChakra symbols representincense burner. A vertical
cally, making an easier fit
ed by their respective colors
burner making an easier fit
while keeping your favorite
upon the larger petals,
while keeping your favorite
scent. Chakra symbols
while a yoga pose goddess

$18.95

IB2837

$18.95

$19.95

IB2838

10 1/4” Chakra burner
10 3/4” Chakra Goddess burner
5” Om burner
Ceramic burner with
This piece offers all the
printed representations the
bright colors of our chakra
chakras running across its
system as well as the chakra
tray. A slight arch on the
symbols upon the goddess
receptacle insure a great
figure. You will enjoy burnburning position for your
ing your incense stick on
favorite scented stick. 10 ¼”
this divine mother.

$7.95

IB2881

$19.95

Energizing orange and yellow color in this round Om
incense burner. Great detail
in the painting of this dish
with the hole in the center
of the Om symbol. 5” and
solid.

$8.95

IB2896

IB2841

IB2957

7 Chakra ash catcher (7 set)
5 1/2” Chakra ash
1.2oz Ajna Chakra resin
A set of 7 incense burners
Silver toned Metal Chakra
The Ajna Chakra, the sixth
ash catcher, representing
ash catcher having 7 circles,
energetic center, is situthe 7 chakra colors, each
representing each chakra ,
ated in the space between
having their own respective
that hold cone incense for
the eyebrows. It is highly
Chakra symbol.
burning. 5.5” long x 4.5”
regarded as the third eye,
wide.
or the eye of Lord Shiva. It
is the center that connects

$10.96

IBER7C

$10.95

$6.95

IRDANAH

$6.95

IRDSAH

$6.95

IRDVIS

IRDAJN

1.2oz Muladhara Chakra resin
This is a mixture of unadulterated, rich sandalwood oil
and powder, blended with
natural resins, herbs, spices
and pure essential oils. It
is formulated according to
ancient wisdom, and with

$6.95

IRDMAN

1.2oz Sahasrara Chakra resin
1.2oz Visuddha Chakra resin
Pure lotus essential oil is
This is a blend of the finest
blended with natural resin
natural resins, aromatic
incense, herbs, spices and
herbs, essential oils and
various other pure essential
spices, with the noticeable
oils. It is designed in acpresence of eucalyptus
cordance to ancient wisdom
essential oil, designed acto open, stimulate and balcording to ancient wisdom

$6.95

$6.95

IBIB24

1.2oz Anahata Chakra resin
1.2oz Manipura Chakra resin
This is a natural mixture
In this mixture, a pure
of resins, herbs, spices and
lavender essential oil is
essential oils, blended with
blended with all-natural
pure rose extract in accorresins, aromatic herbs, and
dance to ancient wisdom, to
other essential oils and
open and balance the Anaspices. This formula was
hata Chakra. Continued
created carefully in accor-

2.4oz Ajna resin

IRDMUL

Pure jasmine essential oil is
blended with natural resin
incense, herbs, spices and
various other essential oils.
It is designed in accordance to ancient wisdom
to open the third eye and

$11.95

IRJAJN
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2.4oz Anahata resin
2.4oz Muladhara resin
2.4oz Sahasrara resin
This is a natural mixture
This exotic resin incense
Pure lotus essential oil is
of resins, herbs, spices and
is handmade according to
blended with natural resin
essential oils, blended with
shamanic tradition. Blended
incense, herbs, spices and
pure rose extract in accorand infused with prayers
various other pure essential
dance to ancient wisdom,
and special mantras, for
oils. It is designed in acto open and balance the
root energy (center) to open
cordance to ancient wisdom
Anahata Chakra Continued
and stimulate the 7 main
to open, stimulate and bal-

$11.95

IRJANAH

$11.95

$11.95

IRJSVA

$11.95

$11.95

IRJMUL

2.4oz Svadhisthana resin
2.4oz Visuddha resin
Natural resins, spices,
This is a blend of the finest
herbs, and essential oils are
natural resins, aromatic
blended with the rich esherbs, essential oils and
sence of vanilla. This blend
spices, with the noticeable
is formulated according to
presence of eucalyptus
ancient wisdom to emessential oil, designed acpower the Svadhishthana
cording to ancient wisdom

IRJSAH

7 Chakras HEM stick 20pk
This box of 7 Chakra incense sticks was handcrafted in India and is an HEM
product. Keeping your
chakras open and clear will
be easier when you burn
this powerful scent. Box of

$1.95

IRJVIS

ISH207CH

7 Chakra HEM stick
Ajna Chakra stick 10pk
Anahata Chakra stick 10pk
This set includes 7 different
This stick incense blend
Using ancient wisdom, this
packs of incense, one set for
of jasmine and Tulasi has
hand-rolled stick incense
each chakra: Root or muladbeen mixed together and
blends together patchouli,
hara, sacral or svadisthana,
rolled by hand, following
geranium and rose in a
solar or manipura, heart or
the ancient wisdom to open
unique mixture that helps
anahata, throat or visuddha,
the third eye and balance
to balance the Anahata
third eye or ajna, and crown
the Ajna Chakra by faChakra, the fourth energetic

$2.95

ISH7CH

$4.95

$4.95

ISPAJN

ISPANA

Manipura Chakra stick 10pk
Muladhara Chakra stick 10pk
Sahasrara Chakra stick 10pk
Lavender and sandalwood
This is a rich blend of
This unique blend of the
are blended together in this
sandalwood, patchouli,
finest fragrances features
hand-rolled incense that has
khus grass and clove spice.
the sacred and revered lotus
been carefully formulated
Formulated according to anblossom. Following an anin accordance to ancient
cient wisdom, it is designed
cient wisdom that has been
wisdom to stimulate and
to be burned with the intenpassed down for countopen the Manipura Chakra.
tion to open and stimulate
less generations, this hand

$4.95

ISPMAN

$4.95

$4.95

ISPMUL

ISPSAH

Svadhisthana Chakra stick 10pk
Vishuddha Chakra stick 10pk
Reiki satya 15gm
This is an alluring blend of
This fragrant stick incense
A 15 gm box of Satya’s
vanilla, rose, and vetiver
mixture of the finest oriental
REIKI incense sticks.
grass. Formulated accordwoods and amber have
ing to ancient wisdom, it is
been blended together and
designed to be burned with
rolled by hand in accorthe intention to open and
dance to ancient wisdom
stimulate the Svadhishthana
to help open and purify

$4.95

ISPSVA

$4.95

$1.95

ISSSRE15

Divination tools &
Chakra Stones

ISSSSC15

Chakra Reading cards
Chakras, Seven Doors of Energy
Chakra Reading Cards
The chakras are vortexes
brings a world of guidance
of energy that correspond
and clarity to your life.
to major areas of our lives,
The deck includes 36 cards
such as survival, sex,
incorporating the seven
power, love, communicamain Chakra systems plus
tion, and perception. This
the Soul Star and Earth Star
unique set features seven

$21.95

$1.95

ISPVIS

Seven Chakra satya 15gm
When you are in need of a
chakra tune up, light this
soft calming scent. Any environment will benefit from
this incense. Seven Chakra
Satya 15gm and hand rolled
in India.

DCHAREA

$33.95

DCHASEV

Mudras dk & bk

Mudras are hand gestures
commonly used in yoga and
meditation practices to direct the energy and expand
consciousness. This vibrantly colored deck presents 33
mudras and 7 chakra cards

$22.95

DMUDAWA
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Reiki Inspirational cards
55mm 7 Chakra Flower of Life set gazing
Chakra set
Reiki is a simple energy
Set of 55mm & Chakra
practice that promotes
Flower of Life gazing balls.
profound, natural healing
Shown on the 10” Flower of
on all levels of our exislife stand sold separately.
tence: physical, emotional,
See item code FS021.
and spiritual. A powerful
catalyst for personal growth

$19.95

$44.95

$90.95

DREIINS

Amethyst, Chevron massage roller
Add this powerful roller
to your body and skincare
routine. When it comes to
holistic care for your body,
using the energy of the
crystals instead of putting
toxic chemicals is on the

FC55CHA7

7 Chakra pendulum
This Chakra pendulum
is layered with stone to
coordinate with each
Chakra. With all the different energies emitting from
this piece, it will make for
a powerful healing tool as

$8.95

GMRAMEC

GP3MUL

A pocket size set of 3/4”
Chakra mediation stones in
a 2” x 3” drawstring pouch.
Stones and pouch will vary
in size, color & pattern and
are randomly chosen.

$13.95

GCHAS

Tourmaline, Black 7 Chakra 6 sided
A 6 sided Tourmaline
pendulum, with a silver
plated chain, having each of
the 7 Chakra colors represented within it’s links, and
gathered at the end of it’s
chain. Black tourmaline is

$12.95

GP76TOUB

Amethyst 7 Chakra
Amethyst 7 Chakra ball
Bloodstone 7 Chakra
Discover how amethyst can
Perfect pendulum to help
Featuring a conical,
aid in enhancing psychic
guide you to discovering
bloodstone bob and a chain
ability, healing the mind,
the answers within. This is
decorated with seven beads,
or achieving wisdom with
a heavy amethyst ball with
chain end may come with
the aid of this Amethyst 7
silver toned point. Chakra
various decorations. From
Chakra Pendulum. From
colors up the chain will help
India.
India.
keep you in alignment. 11”

$9.95

$10.95

$10.95

GP7AME

Various 7 Chakra ball
These assorted pendulums
come with a smooth and
highly polished gemstone
sphere, adorned in a metal
tip. An attached chain that
is lined with stones representing the Chakra points.

GP7BVAR

Quartz 7 Chakra

GP7BAME

$7.95

GP7CQ

Moonstone 7 Chakra
Selenite 7 Chakra
This is a moonstone penduSelenite is a crystalized
lum with 7 Chakra colored
form of gypsum, making
beads along the silver toned
it a great tool for luck and
chain. Made in India meaprotection. This has a high
suring 11” long, sizes may
vibration that can clear and
vary slightly.
open your higher Chakras.
Selenite pendulum with

$8.95

GP7MOO

$7.95

GP7SEL

6-sided Seven Chakra Orgone pendulum
7 Chakra silver plated pendulum
All the powers of the seven
7 Chakra silver plated
Chakras are within this Orpendulum is a total of 6”
gone pendulum. Enjoy the
however sizes may vary.
flashes of colors while using
this divination tool.

$7.95

GPEND44

$8.95

GP7BLO

Green Adventurine 7 Chakra
A neutral pendulum of clear
A highly polished Green
quartz for your divination
Aventurine pendulum.
practices, strung on a chain
Chain is decorated with
decorated with beads repstones representing the
resenting the 7 chakras. Fob
seven Chakras. May come
style at chain end may vary.
as a single marble or chakra
6” From India.
chip set at end of chain. 6”

$7.95

GPEND6

$8.95

GP7GAV

Various 7 Chakra
A large variety of 7 Chakra
stone pendulums that is our
choice. Cannot go wrong
with any of these stone
pendulums. Made in India
and hangs between 10”-12”
inches and stone sizes vary.

$9.95

GP7VAR

Clear Quartz Chakra Pentagram
Carved of a clear quartz
stone, this faceted pendulum bob is inscribed with a
pentagram and attached to
a chain featuring 7 stones
representing the 7 chakras.
Styles vary, our choice.

$11.95

GPPQUA

25-30mm Orgone 7 Chakra pyramid set
25-30mm 7 Chakra pyramid
20-25mm Multi pyramid
This is a special chakra set
Each primary chakra color
20-25mm Multi Layer
that comes with stone/crysis displayed in layers to crepyramid, can be used as a
tal orgone pyramids to coate this pyramid of energy.
wonderful meditative symordinate with each chakra,
Enhanced colors for better
bol. Also help focus on your
Amethyst, Lapis, Turquoise,
display and focus. Approxiown personal energy and
Green Aventurine, Citrine,
mately 7/8” - 1 1/4” From
help keep balance 1 1/8”
Carnelian, and Red Jasper.
India.
wide x 1 1/8” tall, Size will

$57.95

GPY202

$15.95

GPY7C25

$9.95

GPYMUL25
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Sanskrit Chakra set
Chakra pendulum bracelet
A complete 7 chakra stone
Each of these Pendulum
set in a wood burned carved
Bracelets is a powerful and
box with removable lid.
multi-use magical tool.
Aligning your chakras will
Each can serve its owner in
be easy with each stone
several ways. As a length
having a flat bottom for
of 7 beads for meditative,
steady body placement.
ritual or spell use. 3/4”

$57.95

$25.95

GWP204

8 1/2” Ball & Chakra Stones wand
The carved design of this
wand is intricately detailed
and impressive. Flowers
and swirled designs create
the pattern of this wand.
Topped with a fuchsia colored ball sitting on a lotus

$13.95

JBPCHA

Chakra prayer beads
A length of prayer beads
that can be kept in a pocket
and taken with you as a
meditation tool. 5/8” pentacle and 3/4” Tree of Life.
9 stone beads 5/16”. Made
in USA. Pewter, Mixed

$14.95

JPBCHA

6” 7 Chakra Amethyst healing wand
3” Chakra Healing wand
This amethyst chakra healThis small chakra healing
ing wand features seven
wand features seven colcolored stones, one for each
ored stones, one for each of
of the chakras, running up
the chakras, running up it’s
it’s silver length which ends
silver length which ends in
in a quartz tip.
a quartz tip.

$49.95

RW2897

RW7AME

$20.95

RWMC

Copper 7 Chakra 4 1/2”
5 1/2” Ruby Zoisite healing wand
Featuring a copper shaft
This solid peice of Ruby
approximately 4 1/2”, this
Zoisite is made into one
copper healing wand feapowerful healing wand.
tures seven colored stones
Quartz crystal point on top
corresponding to each of the
with a clear ball on the end.
Chakras to aid in physiStones to represent each
cal and spiritual healing.
chakra going up the front of

$20.95

$41.95

RWMCOP

Jewelry

$18.95
Selenite 7 Chakra rough
This is a piece of Selenite
with chakra colored chips
along the front. Attractive,
powerful pendant made in
India.

$9.95

J7SEL

J7TRELG

J7PVAR

$12.95

J7RTB

7 Chakra Tree of Life silver tone
7 Chakra Tree of Life copper color
Wear this silver toned penWear this copper toned pendant or keep it near your
dant or keep it near your
person, re-connect your
person, re-connect your
soul and awaken your sense
soul and awaken your sense
of self, with this encircled
of self, with this encircled
Tree of Life pendant, having
Tree of Life pendant, having
representing leaves, of each
representing leaf’s, of each

7 Chakra Tree of Life gold tone
6mm 7 Chakra
Wear this gold toned pendant or keep it near your
person, re-connect your
soul and awaken your sense
of self, with this encircled
Tree of Life pendant, having
representing leaf’s, of each

$6.95

RWRUZ

Asst Crystal w/ 7 Tourmalines
Black Tourmaline 7 Chakra rough
Created from a single facA rough carved stone, Black
eted point of stone or crystal
Tourmaline and topped by
with 7 chakra stones down
silver tone metal. 7 chakra
the front. Metal decorastones trail down the front.
tion & stones will vary and
Random stones on each
be randomly selected. No
pendant. No cord. 1 1/2” x
cord. 1 1/2” x 1/2”. Sold
1/2”

$6.95

J7TREL

$6.95

J7TRELC

6mm 7 Chakra/ Tassel
Perfect beaded chakra
Great chakra crystal bracelet
bracelets with 6m small
with stones representing
beads. Consisting of Quartz,
each chakra. Stone consist
Amethyst, Lapis, Blue
of Amethyst, Blue Onyx,
Agate, Green Aventurine,
Blue Lace Agate, Green
Yellow Calcite, Carnelian,
Aventurine, Yellow Onyx,
Red Jasper.
Carnelian, and Red Jasper.

$5.95

JB67CHA

$7.95

JB6CHAT

7 Chakra stone bracelet
7 Chakra bracelet
8mm Chakra/ Flower of Life
7 Chakra stone bracelet. AdKeep your chakras clear and
Keep your chakras clear and
justable links and a spring
balanced while you ground
open wearing this Flower of
clasp. Exact stones will vary
yourself wearing this braceLife bracelet. Beads include
in color, pattern & size from
let. The lava stones in this
Amethyst, Lapis, Turquoise,
picture. 9”
can be used with essential
Green Aventurine, Yellow
oils.
Calcite, Carnelian, Red
Jasper. 8mm stretch beaded

$7.95

JB7C

$8.95

JB7CHA

$13.95

JB8CHAF
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8mm Chakra/ Hematite
Keep your chakras clean
and open while wearing
this grounding bracelet.
Powerful bracelet that you
will feel the amazing benefits from.

$4.95

8mm Chakra Pentagrams
6 1/2” elastic bracelet with
8mm beads and Pentagram
charms.

$5.95

JB8CHAH

8mm Chakra/Shungite
Keeping your chakras balanced is easy with this attractive bracelet. In addition
to the rainbow of stones this
bracelet will provide the
healing benefits of Shungite.
A great stone for focusing

$13.95

JB8CHAP

JB8CHAS

8mm Chakra/ Tree of Life
8mm Lava/ Chakra
8mm Lava/ Chakra Aromatherapy
Keep your chakras clear and
Wear this bracelet with your
Wear your favorite essential
open wearing this Tree of
favorite essential oils to help
oil in the heart chamber
Life bracelet. Beads include
keep your chakras clear
of this chakra bracelet. Fill
Amethyst, Lapis, Turquoise,
and flowing in alignment.
your soul with uncondiGreen Aventurine, Yellow
Simple yet powerful piece.
tional love while keeping
Calcite, Carnelian, Red
yourself grounded. Detailed
Jasper. 8mm stretch beaded
oil chamber that opens to

$13.95
Chakra Power

A simple but powerful
power bracelet made from
natural cut and polished
beads with a variously
colored tasseled charm. One
size fits most thanks to a
durable elastic band. Color,

$9.95

JBBCHA

8mm Healing Chakra (opalite)
Polished Gemstones representing the seven chakras,
along with Opalite, 8mm
round beads, accented
with delicate crystal facets.
Unstretched measurement
is approximately 2 1/2”.

$10.95

$4.95

JB8CHAT

JBS52

7 Chakra chip

JBS55

$4.50

JOCHA3

$10.95

JBC7C

JBS51

8mm Crown Chakra (crystal quartz)
8mm Solar Chakra (tiger eye)
Polished Gemstones reprePolished Gemstones representing the seven chakras,
senting the seven chakras,
along with Crystal Quartz,
along with Tiger Eye, 8mm
8mm round beads, accented
round beads, accented
with delicate crystal facets.
with delicate crystal facets.
Unstretched measurement
Unstretched measurement
is approximately 2 1/2”.
is approximately 2 1/2”.

$10.95

$11.95

$14.95

$10.95

JBS53

JBS62

Orgone Chakra spiral (set of 3)
Chakra prayer beads
Set of three orgone penA length of prayer beads
dants, each representing the
that can be kept in a pocket
Chakras colors behind a spiand taken with you as a
ral design. Helps to aid in
meditation tool. 5/8” penbalancing and keeping your
tacle and 3/4” Tree of Life.
Chakras balanced. Circle is
9 stone beads 5/16”. Made
1 1/2” Dia. Heart is 1 1/4”
in USA. Pewter, Mixed

$28.95

JB8LAVCA

8mm Heart Chakra (rose quartz)
Keep your mind and body
Polished Beads representbalanced while wearing this
ing the seven chakras, along
attractive chakra bracelet
with Rose Quartz synthetic,
with the rainbow of colors.
8mm round beads, accented
with delicate crystal facets.
Unstretched measurement
is approximately 2 1/2”.

8mm Third Eye Chakra (amethyst)
Chakra gem stones bracelet
Polished Gemstones repreAid in keeping your
senting the seven chakras,
Chakras balanced with this
along with Amethyst, 8mm
gemstone bracelet, each of
round beads, accented
the Chakras is represented
with delicate crystal facets.
with its corresponding
Unstretched measurement
gemstone. A vital tool in
is approximately 2 1/2”.
balancing and maintain-

$10.95

$7.95

JB8LAVC

JPBCHA

Chakra necklace

JBS54

This necklace is comprised
of crystals that best match
each Chakra point. Chakra
is the incredible energy of
the universe that is found
within each of us. In order
to attain and use such ener-

$18.95

JNCHA

Rainbow size 10 sterling
This smooth sterling silver
ring is stylized with an
embedded seven chakra colored rainbow. Nice weight
and feel at approximately
1/2cm width.

$48.95

JRS332RB10

Rainbow size 8 sterling
Rainbow size 9 sterling
This smooth sterling silver
This smooth sterling silver
ring is stylized with an
ring is stylized with an
embedded seven chakra colembedded seven chakra colored rainbow. Nice weight
ored rainbow. Nice weight
and feel at approximately
and feel at approximately
1/2cm width.
1/2cm width.

$48.95

JRS332RB8

$48.95

JRS332RB9
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Tapestries, Totes
& Home Décor

3” Hamsa W Chakra Stones box
7 1/2”x7 1/2” 7 Chakra box
Round Hamsa Hand box
This is a large wooden
with lid. Great details
square box with the 7
carved into this solid resin
Chakra symbols carved on
piece and with the 7 chakra
top of the hinged cover.
colors down the center of
Rod iron looking hardware
the hand. Base measures 3
makes this piece really
1/4” and 2” tall.
stand out. Made in India

$13.95
7 Chakra Wooden Cupboard 11”
Depicting a man sitting
in the lotus position, and
marked with the seven
Chakras, this wooden
cupboard is a wonderful
addition to the altar. 11” x
9” x 6”

$48.95

FBMWY2

FB2927

7 Chakra Spiral wind chime
This wind chime has an
etched brass spiral finished
on both sides with 4 sets of
colored glass chakra beads.
There are three bells 1 1/4”
that nicely ring off of each
other. Overall 12”

$7.95

FW001

$39.95

FBMT10

Buddha Chakra wind chime
A simple windchime with
bells hanging from a Buddha. 9 1/2” in length.

$7.95

FW035

18”x18” 7 Chakra altar cloth
Lotus Chakra tote bag
3’ Chakra dream catcher
This is a dark blue 18” x 18”
This 100% cotton tote bag,
Chakra Indian Dream
altar cloth with the chakra
displaying a Lotus flower
Catcher. 7 circles represymbols in a circle on the
surrounded by Chakra symsenting the 7 colors of the
front. Great detail and tiebols, tie dyed. 18” x 18”
chakras, each adorned with
dye colors. Made in India
feathers of their respected
and is 100% Rayon.
color. Indians believed that
dreams both good and bad

$4.95

RASC97

7 Chakra 72” x 108” tapestry
Lotus and Om motif are
circled by the primary
chakra symbols combined
- they are some of the most
famous symbols toward
attaining the highest self.
7 Chakra tapestry is 72” x

$29.95

WT7CH

$8.95

RB74LC

$22.95

WTGEO

Seven Chakra tapestry 54” x 86”
Vibrant tie dye on this tapestry is multi colored and
shows a seated person in
lotus pose illustrated with
the seven primary chakra
symbols, as well as a border
of symbols. 100% cotton.

$22.95
Dragon gong 5”

$17.95

FB026

RDC79

$29.95

WTLC

Sound
Healing

WTSCH

Reproduction of a traditional Chinese temple
gong with a small hanging
hammer. This gong creates
a pleasant harmony when
rung. Hammer sizes may
vary. Bronze. 2 3/4” x 5”.

$18.95

54” x 86” Geometric tapestry
72” x 108” Lotus Chakra
Beautiful large geometric
100% cotton tapestry/bedtapestry. This truly is amazspread 72” x 108”. Lotus
ing with the sacred geomChakra tie dye design.
etry displayed in all aspects
Made in India.
of this colorful piece. 54”
x 86”

Bronze Tibetan Hand Bell 5”
The ringing of this traditional bell brings harmony
to everything around it,
helping to balance both
positive and negative energies. 5” x 2 1/2”

$33.95

FBT41

5 1/2” Blue Tibetan Bell (note E)
The ringing of this traditional bell brings harmony
to everything around it,
helping to balance both
positive and negative energies. Tuned to the note of
“E”. Measures 3” x 5.5” Tall

$39.95

FBT41B

5 1/2” Green Tibetan Bell (note D)
5 1/2” Red Tibetan Bell (note F)
5 1/2” Violet Tibetan Bell (note B)
The ringing of this tradiThe ringing of this tradiThe ringing of this traditional bell brings harmony
tional bell brings harmony
tional bell brings harmony
to everything around it,
to everything around it,
to everything around it,
helping to balance both
helping to balance both
helping to balance both
positive and negative enerpositive and negative enerpositive and negative energies. Tuned to the note of
gies. Tuned to the note of
gies. Tuned to the note of
“D”. Measures 3” x 5.5” Tall
“F”. Measures 3” x 5.5” Tall
“B”. Measures 3” x 5.5” Tall

$39.95

FBT41G

$39.95

FBT41R

$39.95

FBT41V
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5 1/2” Yellow Tibetan Bell (note G)
Dragon Tingsha Cymbals 3”
The ringing of this tradiAlso known as ting-sha,
tional bell brings harmony
these Tibetan symbols are
to everything around it,
used for prayer and ritual.
helping to balance both
The unique sound they
positive and negative enermake is said to aid in deep
gies. Tuned to the note of
meditation, and to provide
“G”. Measures 3” x 5.5” Tall
healing vibrations.

$39.95

FBT41Y

$35.95

Chrome Health balls 1 1/2”
Our chrome plated health
balls are packaged in beautiful silk box with faux bone
toggle closure. 1 1/2”

$19.95

FCD3

FHB281

Yin Yang health balls 1 1/2”
Dragon & Phoenix health balls 1 1/2”
10” White Crystal Singing Bowl
Here are two cloisonné Yin
Here are two cloisonné
Crystal singing bowls emit
Yang balls presented in a
Dragon &amp; Phoenix
a purity of resonant sound.
storage box. Gently weightballs presented in a storage
They are unleaded crystal
ed chiming therapy balls
box. Gently weighted chimand plated. Enjoy for medifor exercising the hands. 1
ing therapy balls for exercistation, healing, or music.
1/2”.
ing the hands. 1 1/2”.
Not only can you hear the
tones but you can often feel

$18.95

FHB282

$19.95

18” White Crystal Singing Bowl
5” Singing Bowl assorted colors
Crystal singing bowls emit
Singing bowls are a hisa purity of resonant sound.
torical tool for producing
They are unleaded crystal
sounds which invoke reand plated. Enjoy for medilaxation, chakra balancing,
tation, healing, or music.
used in reiki treatments,
Not only can you hear the
and will aid you in deeper
tones but you can often feel
meditative state. Comes in

$359.95

FSB18W

$49.95

$112.95

FHB284

FSBA5

6” Singing Bowl

FSB10W

Metal singing bowls emit a
purity of resonant sound.
Enjoy for meditation, healing, or music. Not only can
you hear the tones but you
can often feel the vibrations.
Comes with rubber ring and

$64.95

FSBMB6

CD: Chakra Healing Chants
CD: Chakra Healing Zone
CD: Color Meditation Align Chakras
Embark on a journey
Explore and transform your
Color Meditation: Align
through the power of the
inner world - Retreat from
Your Chakras by Margaret
Chakras on a river of sacred
the busyness of life and enAnn Lembo This guided
sound with legendary ‘Song
ter a mystical inner temple
meditation is approximately
Healer’ Sophia with David
where you will discover
20 minutes long. Margaret
Gordon on shaman drums
the seven glowing jewels
uses color, visualization,
and native flutes. Eastern
of consciousness known as
and deep relaxation to

$15.98

UCHAHEA

$15.98

UCHAHEA1

$11.98

UCOLMED

CD: Reiki Music vol 1
Ideal background music for
Reiki treatments, meditation, or simply for relaxing.
This inspiring, soothing
music is infused with love,
light, and healing vibrations
that nurture mind, body,

$16.95

UREIMUS1
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